LexisNexis Academic Michigan Codes
Look up a state law

1. Click on the U.S. Legal Tab on the left.
2. Select the State Statutes, Codes & Regulations link.
3. Enter keywords in the Search for box.
4. Select a field from the drop-down menu.
5. Select the State.

Fields:
- Everywhere (Search anywhere within the text)
- Citation (MCLS 257.602b)
- Headings (Search for keywords in the heading field)
- At Least 5 Occurrences (Keyword must occur at least 5 times in the document)

In this example, the Results Screen displays only one document, MCLS 257.602b.

MI Compiled Laws Service and Chapter given

Display options
Edit Search lets you redo the search

Search for a keyword within your results; in this case within this document.

Your keywords will be highlighted in red
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